Year 6 Topic Web – Crime and Punishment- Spring 2019
Reading, writing, speaking & listening
We will be reading crime/detective
books and stories. We will also become
skilled in reading crime reports and
accounts, as we delve into the exciting
world of Crime and Punishment.

History
We will learn how crime has changed over time – from the Romans to present day. We will also
explore the different ways in which crimes were punished.

Geography
We will look at the criminal justice systems present in other countries (like the USA) and
research famous international criminals (both in the UK and elsewhere).

We will be writing in a variety of genres;
eye witness accounts, diary entries,
debates/arguments, biographies, police
reports and persuasive texts. These will
cover areas such as famous criminals,
capital punishment, and the nature of
crime scene investigation.
Maths – We will be using timelines
throughout the ages, interpreting and
gathering data and calculating the ‘numbers’
of crimes committed over time.
Our children will need to continue to
practise their times tables to help them
calculate quickly & efficiently, so any time
spent at home revising these would be really
helpful. In class, we will continue to revise
the methodology and language needed to
understand and calculate all mathematical
concepts i.e. multiplication, division,
fractions, percentages, squared numbers,
cubed numbers, prime numbers, ratio and
proportion and units of measurement.

Knowledge & Understanding
Through PSHCE we will look at the law and
the justice system as well as human rights
and responsibilities.
In Science, we will learn about
ELECTRICITY. We will learn about simple
circuits and recognise symbols used in
circuit diagrams. We will also look at
evolution, human identity and
characteristics focussing on things that
are inherited and/or due to environment.

Physical – This term our PE will be
delivered by trained PE staff.
We will be covering Basketball and
Gymnastics as well as other
sporting activities.

ICT –
We will use appropriate search
technologies effectively to assist with
research and deepen our understanding
of knowledge. We will make decisions
about digital content and use our
research to present accurate
information.

